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Abstract

For high-resolution regional geodetic applications, the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) is complemented by

regional densifications. These are realised either as multi-year solutions related to a tectonic plate (e.g., EUREF for Europe)

or as epoch reference frames (ERFs) to capture non-linear geophysical effects like earthquakes or loading displacements (e.g.,

SIRGAS for Latin America). These GNSS-only-based regional frames have in common that their geodetic datum is aligned

with the ITRF datum at a specific epoch. Their origin is thus geocentric only in a mean sense and does not always coincide

with the instantaneous centre of mass. Here, we present studies on a direct geocentric realisation of regional ERFs. We

propose to realise the geodetic datum for each epoch by combining global GNSS, SLR and VLBI networks via measured local

ties at co-located sites. An equally-distributed global GNSS network is used to realise the orientation via a no-net-rotation

constraint and is densified by the stations of the regional subnetwork. The developed combination and filtering strategy aims

to guarantee a stable datum realisation for each epoch-wise solution. The effectiveness of our methods is validated against the

current operational realisation of the SIRGAS Latin American reference frame. Comparing with geophysical loading models

relating to the Earth’s centres of mass and figure, we show that the realised geocentric displacement time series directly reflect

seasonal geophysical processes. Moreover, as the approach does not need to rely on co-location sites in the region of interest, it

is conceptually transferrable to other global regions.
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Abstract11

For high-resolution regional geodetic applications, the International Terrestrial Refer-12

ence Frame (ITRF) is complemented by regional densifications. These are realised ei-13

ther as multi-year solutions related to a tectonic plate (e.g., EUREF for Europe) or as14

epoch reference frames (ERFs) to capture non-linear geophysical effects like earthquakes15

or loading displacements (e.g., SIRGAS for Latin America). These GNSS-only-based re-16

gional frames have in common that their geodetic datum is aligned with the ITRF da-17

tum at a specific epoch. Their origin is thus geocentric only in a mean sense and does18

not always coincide with the instantaneous centre of mass. Here, we present studies on19

a direct geocentric realisation of regional ERFs. We propose to realise the geodetic da-20

tum for each epoch by combining global GNSS, SLR and VLBI networks via measured21

local ties at co-located sites. An equally-distributed global GNSS network is used to re-22

alise the orientation via a no-net-rotation constraint and is densified by the stations of23

the regional subnetwork. The developed combination and filtering strategy aims to guar-24

antee a stable datum realisation for each epoch-wise solution. The effectiveness of our25

methods is validated against the current operational realisation of the SIRGAS Latin Amer-26

ican reference frame. Comparing with geophysical loading models relating to the Earth’s27

centres of mass and figure, we show that the realised geocentric displacement time se-28

ries directly reflect seasonal geophysical processes. Moreover, as the approach does not29

need to rely on co-location sites in the region of interest, it is conceptually transferrable30

to other global regions.31

Plain Language Summary32

In today’s world, precise ground, sea and air navigation and the accurate monitor-33

ing of geophysical processes are vital. Precise coordinate reference frames make it pos-34

sible to relate observed displacements to the Earth system. For different regions, these35

reference frames are materialised by dense networks of GNSS stations with precisely de-36

termined position coordinates. It is crucial that the origin (defined to coincide with the37

Earth’s centre of mass), the scale (the realised unit of length) and the orientation (with38

respect to the Earth’s body) of the reference frame match their conventional definition.39

The realisation of this so-called “geodetic datum” for current conventional reference frames40

suffers from several deficiencies. We have developed a strategy for the precise weekly geo-41

centric realisation of regional reference frames. Coping with the changing and inhomo-42

geneous distribution of stations observing different geodetic space techniques, we devel-43

oped and implemented a strategy to improve the long-term stability of the solutions. We44

show that this approach allows for monitoring geophysical processes (loading and earth-45

quakes) at low latency and overcomes the problems of existing realisations. The devel-46

oped strategy is based on global networks and its effectiveness is proved in Latin Amer-47

ica; however, it can be applied to any region of the Earth.48

1 Introduction49

Geodetic reference frames do not only provide the basis for surveying, mapping,50

or space-based positioning and navigation, but they are also the key fundament for the51

reliable localisation and quantification of changes in the Earth system (Plag & Pearlman,52

2009). Continuous geodetic monitoring of the Earth’s surface geometry, gravity field and53

orientation in space has enabled the precise determination of long-term and transient sur-54

face deformations and mass redistributions in the Earth’s interior and its environment,55

including the oceans, atmosphere, hydrosphere and cryosphere. Measurements, data pro-56

cessing and estimated parameters must be related to a common and consistent reference57

frame to determine global change effects reliably. Presently, the International Terrestrial58

Reference Frame (ITRF, Altamimi et al., 2016; M. Seitz et al., 2016, 2021; Abbondanza59
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et al., 2017) is the global basis for the determination of coordinates on or near the Earth’s60

surface and for the realisation of regional reference systems.61

ITRF solutions are based on the combination of observation time series of four geode-62

tic space techniques: Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), Satellite Laser Rang-63

ing (SLR), Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), and Doppler Orbitography and64

Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS). Each technique contributes to the re-65

alisation of the reference frame with particular strengths: the coordinate origin, which66

is defined to coincide with the centre of mass of the Earth system (CM) – i.e., solid Earth,67

oceans, hydrosphere, cryosphere and atmosphere –, is realised from SLR observations only.68

This is because SLR observations are most sensitive to the Earth’s gravity field and less69

dependent on modelling uncertainties as they are inherent to GNSS and DORIS. The70

scale is realised from the weighted average of the VLBI and SLR scale information. GNSS71

and DORIS improve the station distribution worldwide. In addition, GNSS significantly72

contributes to the realisation of the orientation of the reference frame with respect to73

the Earth’s surface due to the globally well-distributed station network. For recent ITRF74

solutions, the orientation is realised by the constraint of a no-net-rotation (NNR) to main-75

tain the orientation of the new solution in accordance with its predecessor (Altamimi et76

al., 2016). According to the conventions of the International Earth Rotation and Ref-77

erence Systems Service (IERS, Petit & Luzum, 2010), an ITRF solution is a set of mean78

station positions referring to a specific epoch and linear position changes over time (sta-79

tion velocities) that permit to infer coordinates at any time for all the stations consid-80

ered in the computation. This linear parametrisation results in the origin of the ITRF81

reflecting the CM only in a mean sense (i.e., on secular time scales). For station displace-82

ments on seasonal and short time scales, the origin of networks aligned to the ITRF da-83

tum reflects the geometric centre of the Earth, often called the centre of figure (CF; Dong84

et al., 2003). As we focus on the interpretation of seasonal effects, hereafter we denote85

displacement time series that relate to an instantaneously realised CM as “CM-related”86

and displacement time series in a frame aligned to the ITRF datum as “CF-related”.87

Geophysical events (such as earthquakes) and instrumental updates induce changes88

in station positions or velocities. Consequently, it is necessary to recompute the ITRF89

coordinates regularly. Thus, ITRF solutions are released in intervals of several years, be-90

cause the linearly extrapolated coordinates become too inaccurate for many applications91

and the ITRF loses its geocentricity after a few years. Recent ITRF releases also ben-92

efit from the increased accuracy of the contributions from the individual techniques as93

longer observation time series and improved background models are used in the data pro-94

cessing. The ITRF version currently in use is the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016). Therein,95

linear station motions have been determined after applying a priori models for post-seismic96

trajectories approximated by logarithmic or exponential functions at stations affected97

by earthquakes.98

Regional reference frames are necessary to ensure close-by accessibility to the global99

reference frame. In particular, GNSS users require reference stations near their areas of100

interest, while the ITRF station distribution is not dense enough for many applications.101

Therefore, regional reference frames are primarily realised as densifications of the ITRF102

through GNSS station networks, the technique used for most geodetic applications since103

it is cheaper and easier to handle than VLBI, SLR or DORIS. Regional reference frames104

are either realised as multi-year solutions related to a continental plate (e.g., the Euro-105

pean Reference Frame EUREF/ETRS89; Altamimi, 2018) or as epoch reference frames106

(ERFs) to capture geophysical effects like earthquakes or loading displacements (e.g.,107

the Sistema de Referencia Geodésico para las Américas SIRGAS; Sánchez et al., 2016).108

Their consistency with the ITRF is achieved by aligning the regional network via NNR,109

no-net-translation (NNT) or no-net-scale (NNS) constraints over either a regional or a110

global subset of common stations. The disadvantage of this alignment to linearly parametrised111

reference coordinates is that neither seasonal variations, for example caused by atmo-112
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spheric, oceanic and hydrological loading (F. Seitz & Krügel, 2009; F. Seitz et al., 2014;113

Glomsda et al., 2021a), nor episodic changes like seismic events (Sánchez & Drewes, 2016,114

2020), nor anthropogenic changes such as subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal (e.g.,115

Bevis et al., 2005), are fully modelled. The resulting coordinates are thus not strictly geo-116

centric (neither in a mean sense nor instantaneously), and their information value for117

research of geodynamics or global change decreases substantially.118

The two principal consequences of the usage of linearly modelled fiducial coordi-119

nates are:120

(1) Mass variations in the atmosphere, the hydrology and the ocean lead to a rela-121

tive variation between the CM and the CF (materialised by the stations of the ref-122

erence frame), an effect often referred to as “geocentre motion” (e.g., Collilieux123

& Altamimi, 2009; Collilieux et al., 2009). Consequently, the reference frame is124

moving with respect to the (geophysical) geocentre (Drewes et al., 2013), mean-125

ing that the derived coordinates are inappropriate for a direct geophysical inter-126

pretation of environmental effects like loading-induced site displacements. The ef-127

fects of this disagreement must be considered if the regional reference frame co-128

ordinates shall be assimilated into CM-frame-based geophysical models.129

(2) Seismic events may cause considerable deformations, resulting in abrupt changes130

of point coordinates as well as changing station velocities in an extended area. As131

an example, Fig. 1 shows the station velocity changes at selected reference sta-132

tions in Latin America induced by strong earthquakes since 2010. As the tradi-133

tional multi-year reference frames provide station positions at a reference epoch134

and constant velocities derived from a limited data period, there is no reliable ref-135

erence frame in these regions after earthquakes that occur in the extrapolation pe-136

riod of the reference frame (i.e., after the last observation epoch considered dur-137

ing its computation). By nature, this effect is inherent to all real-time applications.138

A geocentric reference frame should be computed at short time intervals to over-139

come this deficiency and to ensure a reliable basis for the operational activities140

based on GNSS positioning. This also holds for any other non-linear effects like141

monument motion, antenna deformation or anthropogenic changes that may re-142

sult in continuously changing point coordinates that the linear velocity model can-143

not fully describe.144

This study aims to develop a methodology to compute regional ERFs that are re-145

alised epoch-wise for short periods to cover non-linear station motions, that are geocen-146

tric at any epoch to relate these motions directly to geophysical phenomena, and that147

ensure a stable datum (origin, orientation, scale). We propose to realise the regional ERFs148

directly by combining GNSS with SLR and VLBI observations, omitting the usual align-149

ment to a multi-year reference frame via fiducial points. Thereby, the origin and the scale150

are realised by SLR and VLBI while the orientation is realised by a non-deforming NNR151

constraint over a global GNSS network (Drewes, 2009). However, the datum parame-152

ters realised from SLR and VLBI suffer from an inhomogeneous station distribution and153

permanently changing observation network geometries. We thus propose to filter the SLR154

and VLBI information before the combination. The methodology shall be suitable to re-155

alise a series of ERFs with reliable geocentric station coordinates in near real-time at all156

epochs, especially after earthquakes. Furthermore, the resulting station coordinate time157

series shall be qualified to serve as a basis for the direct interpretation of station displace-158

ments in terms of geophysical processes.159

We evaluate the developed methodology based on the Latin American network cov-160

ered by SIRGAS. The SIRGAS network, located in one of the world’s most seismically161

active regions, is affected by frequent strong earthquakes. In addition, an important num-162

ber of stations are in the Amazon region, where seasonal variations in the time series may163

reach the decimetre level due to surface and ground water changes. Thus, Latin Amer-164
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Figure 1. Changes in the Latin American reference frame kinematics induced by strong

earthquakes. They are inferred from the difference between the two latest multi-year solutions

SIR15P01 (Sánchez & Drewes, 2016) and SIR17P01 (Sánchez & Drewes, 2020). Stars repre-

sent earthquakes with Mw > 6.0 since Jan 1, 2010. The large discrepancies appear close to the

epicentre of strong earthquakes: (A) Guatemala (Mw: 7.4, 2012-11-11), (B) Nicoya (Mw: 7.6,

2012-09-05), (C) Pedernales (Mw: 7.8, 2016-04-16), (D) Iquique (Mw: 8.2, 2014-04-01), (E)

Illapel (Mw: 8.3, 2015-09-16), (F) El Maule (Mw: 8.8, 2010-02-27).
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ica presents the ideal conditions to demonstrate the feasibility of a realisation of regional165

geocentric ERFs. Comparing the solutions with the ITRF as well as geophysical mod-166

els of site displacements, we can clearly point out the benefits and deficiencies of our ap-167

proach.168

Within this study, we compute two solutions for geocentric weekly ERFs: an un-169

filtered (U-ERF) and a filtered ERF solution (F-ERF). The filter is applied at normal170

equation (NEQ) level to the SLR and VLBI networks before the inter-technique com-171

bination to reduce datum deficiencies related to station performances and varying net-172

work geometries. A reprocessed SIRGAS-like solution (SIRGAS-repro) aligned to the173

ITRF datum via fiducial points is used for validation. The two following sections out-174

line our starting point based on the Latin American region (Sect. 2) and the general con-175

cepts on which our new approach is based (Sect. 3). Section 4 describes the input data176

and the pre-processing steps. The developed combination and filtering strategies are pro-177

vided in Sect. 5. The results are discussed in Sect. 6; thereby, the F-ERF and the U-178

ERF solutions are compared to quantify the benefits from the filtering. A concluding sum-179

mary and final discussions are provided in Sect. 7.180

2 SIRGAS Reference Frame and Geodynamics in Latin America181

SIRGAS is the regional densification of the ITRF in Latin America (SIRGAS, 1997;182

Drewes et al., 2005; Brunini et al., 2012; Sánchez et al., 2013, 2016). Currently, it is com-183

posed of about 400 continuously operating GNSS stations (Fig. 2, left panel). 70 of these184

stations are included in the IGS (International GNSS Service) global network (Johnston185

et al., 2017). The SIRGAS data-processing strategy follows the IERS conventions (Petit186

& Luzum, 2010) and the IGS’s most-recent GNSS processing guidelines (Johnston et al.,187

2017). The only exception is that the GNSS satellite orbits and clock offsets as well as188

the Earth orientation parameters (EOPs) are not estimated within the SIRGAS process-189

ing but fixed to their weekly final IGS values (Johnston et al., 2017). Further details about190

the SIRGAS processing strategy are provided by Brunini et al. (2012); Sánchez et al. (2016);191

Sánchez and Drewes (2016).192

The operational SIRGAS products are provided in weekly ERF solutions for sta-193

tion positions. The datum of a weekly operational SIRGAS solution (cf. Fig. 4, left col-194

umn) is inherited from the respective IGS weekly solution via a 1 mm constraint over195

a regional subnet of common stations, the SIRGAS core stations (Sánchez & Kehm, 2021).196

The datum of the IGS weekly solution itself is aligned to the IGS reference frame via a197

global set of fiducial points that are extrapolated with linear coordinate changes, i.e., con-198

stant station velocities, from the reference epoch to the corresponding epoch (Rebischung199

et al., 2016).200

An IGS reference frame is a selection of ITRF positions and velocities for a set of201

suitable GNSS stations, which are used as fiducial points for the generation of the IGS202

satellite orbits, satellite clock offsets and EOPs, as well as the corrections for the phase203

centre variations at both transmitting and receiving antennas. For instance, the IGS14/IGb14204

reference frame (Rebischung & Schmid, 2016; Rebischung et al., 2016; Rebischung, 2020)205

corresponds to the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016). As there is no translation, rota-206

tion, or scale difference between both reference frames (ITRF and IGS), the IGS final207

products and the computations based on them are considered in the corresponding ITRF208

datum (Kouba, 2009). Since the SIRGAS data analysis is based on the IGS reference209

frame valid when the GNSS data are routinely processed, the operational SIRGAS NEQs210

are given in different reference frames (details given in Sánchez & Kehm, 2021). Repro-211

cessing campaigns of the historical data are regularly undertaken (Sánchez et al., 2016)212

to ensure consistency among the complete SIRGAS observation time series since 2000.213

A reprocessed series of solutions (here referred to as SIRGAS-repro) has been computed214

according to the most recent standards to avoid the impact of changes in the SIRGAS215
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Figure 2. SIRGAS reference frame network (left) and translations of the SIRGAS/IGS weekly

solution with respect to ITRF2014 (right). The translations have been determined via a 7-

parameter similarity transformation of the global network of IGS core stations.

operational processing strategy and background models. It is constrained to the most216

recent series of IGS weekly solutions.217

Due to the frequent occurrence of seismic events in the western margin of Latin Amer-218

ica, the concept of conventional position/velocity solutions poses a practical problem.219

For instance, strong earthquakes result in global and regional reference frame solutions220

becoming inconsistent and the datum realisation via fiducial coordinates not being re-221

liable any more. In addition to linear plate motion effects, time series of GNSS station222

positions show significant non-linear variations attributed to seismic events, post-seismic223

deformation or seasonal non-tidal loading (NT-L) effects (mainly in the vertical compo-224

nent), but they actually reflect a combined effect of non-modelled geophysical effects and225

uncertainties associated to the GNSS observations or GNSS data analysis (e.g., Blewitt226

et al., 2001; Collilieux et al., 2010, 2012; Drewes et al., 2013; Ray et al., 2008; Zou et al.,227

2014). These effects lead to a seasonal motion of the entire IGS weekly/SIRGAS net-228

work with respect to the ITRF origin (Fig. 2, right panel. The step visible in the trans-229

lation time series is related to the switch of the applied PCV models for antenna phase230

centre variation from igs08.atx to igs14.atx in January 2017; see Rebischung et al., 2016).231

Therefore, one main challenge is to assess how much of the detected motion of a site is232

attributable to the uncertainties associated with the datum realisation and data process-233

ing, and how much is caused by mass variations or geophysical effects.234

Fig. 3 displays the SIRGAS-repro time series of four stations located close to the235

Equator and to Antarctica, respectively. The two stations in far southern geographic lat-236

itudes (RIO2 and PALM) are affected by seasonal motions of similar amplitude in the237

North (N) component, albeit located on two different tectonic plates. In theory, one would238

expect these motions to be referrable to NT-L displacements in a CF-frame (as the SIR-239

GAS datum is aligned to the linear ITRF origin). Projecting the translation time series240

of the SIRGAS-repro solution with respect to the ITRF origin into each station’s local241

–7–
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Figure 3. SIRGAS-repro coordinate time series of stations BELE (Belém, Brazil; top left),

NAUS (Manaus, Brazil; top right) – both located in the Amazon basin –, RIO2 (Ŕıo Grande,

Argentina; bottom left) located in Tierra del Fuego and PALM (Palmer) located in Antarctica

compared to the ESMGFZ NT-L time series (Dill & Dobslaw, 2013) in CF-frame and to the

variation of the SIRGAS origin with respect to the ITRF origin (Fig. 2, right panel, mapped into

each station’s local level system). A common disagreement with the NT-L time series is visible

in the N component for Tierra del Fuego and Antarctica stations. This disagreement corresponds

to the variation of the SIRGAS origin, which predominantly maps into the N component at high

southern latitudes. Another common pattern is visible in the N and E components of the Ama-

zon basin stations. Dashed vertical lines denote jumps removed from the position time series.

level system reveals that the deviation between modelled NT-L displacements and the242

site displacements observed is directly related to the variations in the origin. Similar com-243

mon behaviour is visible for two stations in the Amazon basin (BELE and NAUS). In244

the equatorial region, the step induced by the switch in PCV models is mapped into the245

N and East (E) components. We can thus conclude that the SIRGAS origin, as currently246

realised, is not geocentric, neither in an instantaneous sense (CM-related) nor strictly247

in a mean sense (CF-related for seasonal changes). The first is expected as the datum248

is aligned to the multi-year linear ITRF datum, the second can be related to unmodelled249

fiducial point displacements or changes in background models that lead to a common mo-250

tion of the whole reference frame. This common motion directly maps into the derived251

station position time series.252
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Figure 4. Concepts of datum realisation for the SIRGAS regional ERFs (left) and a direct

geocentric realisation of ERFs (right). (a) cf. Rebischung et al. (2016); (b) cf. Sánchez and Kehm

(2021); (c) cf. Sect. 4.1. The colours of the arrows refer to the different datum parameters. The

datum of the IGS14/IGb14 and the ITRF2014 reference frames is considered identical.

3 Concept for a Direct Geocentric Realisation253

Depending on the focus of interest, there are two possible ways of realising the da-254

tum of regional ERFs: The first would be to maintain the strategy as it is but improve255

the datum realisation via fiducial coordinates for a more accurate alignment with the256

ITRF datum. By these means, one could stick to the concept of processing GNSS-only-257

solutions, but consequently, coordinate variations would still be CF-related, i.e., the CM-258

minus-CF content of NT-L signals would still be missing in the station-specific displace-259

ment time series, as it is removed by the application of NNT constraints with respect260

to the ITRF. This would allow for a direct interpretation with respect to geophysics only261

after a correction of the CM-minus-CF variation from external geophysical models. Be-262

cause of the growing interest in exploiting geodetic data for geophysical investigations,263

the second possibility would be a direct epoch-wise geocentric realisation of the datum264

of the ERFs, resulting in CM-related coordinates at each epoch. This would imply the265

processing not only of a globally-extended GNSS network but also of global SLR and VLBI266

networks. The great advantage of such a solution would be the direct interpretability267

of station displacement time series in a geophysical sense, without having to rely on ex-268

ternal information on the motion of a multi-year reference frame with respect to the geo-269

centre. By these means, geodetic observations could contribute directly to interpreting270

geophysical processes and the improvement and validation of geophysical models. Within271

this study, we investigate the second approach and have developed a strategy for a di-272

rect realisation of the datum of weekly regional geocentric ERF solutions based on the273

reference frame for Latin America.274

Goal of this study are series of ERF solutions for Latin America, whereby the da-275

tum of each epoch-wise solution is defined consistently with the ITRS. The datum re-276

alisation is performed by combining the three geodetic space techniques of SLR, VLBI,277

and GNSS. The origin is realised by SLR – the only technique permitting its realisation278

with highest accuracy –, and the scale is realised as a weighted mean by SLR and VLBI.279

Because these two techniques are responsible for the physically defined datum param-280

eters (in contrast to the orientation, which is defined by a mathematical constraint), we281

later denote these techniques as the “datum-relevant techniques”. The solution is com-282
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Table 1. Ratio of gaps ≥ 1 week in observation time series of VLBI and SLR stations between

2000 and 2014. Corresponding to our combination approach, the investigation is based on GPS

weeks. In other words, a gap of one week means a full GPS week without a single observation.

gap length SLR VLBI

1 week 50.0 % 46.7 %
2 weeks 17.4 % 16.5 %
3 weeks 8.6 % 10.3 %
4 weeks 4.5 % 5.7 %

5–8 weeks 8.5 % 11.7 %
> 8 weeks 11.0 % 9.1 %

puted with minimum datum constraints to keep the geocentricity of the ERF. The ori-283

entation is realised via a NNR constraint over the global GNSS (IGS stations) network284

(Fig. 4). The datum transfer between the techniques is performed by introduction of lo-285

cal ties (LTs) at co-located sites, i.e., sites equipped with more than one of the geode-286

tic space techniques used, and locally measuered difference vectors (ties) between the technique-287

specific reference points. Because, in our case, the target parameters are the positions288

of the GNSS stations contained in the regional network covered by SIRGAS, we do not289

include DORIS into the combination as this technique serves to densify the global ITRF290

station network (cf. Sect. 1) though it does not contribute to the datum parameters ori-291

gin and scale.292

One major issue in the realisation of ERFs is the so-called “network effect”, i.e.,293

apparent variations in the observed origin and scale caused by variations in the observ-294

ing networks (e.g., Collilieux et al., 2009; Bloßfeld et al., 2014). Unfortunately, this ef-295

fect is of special importance for the datum-relevant techniques SLR and VLBI, which296

both suffer from sparse and inhomogeneous network distributions. As demonstrated in297

various simulation studies (e.g., Pavlis & Kuźmicz-Cieślak, 2009; Otsubo et al., 2016; Glaser298

et al., 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Kehm et al., 2018, 2019), a substantial extension of the global299

SLR and VLBI networks would significantly stabilise the datum parameters realised.300

However, for the time being, we must deal with the existing networks and their ap-301

parent variations due to the observational gaps of individual stations. Tab. 1 gives an302

overview of the gaps within the observation time series of VLBI and SLR stations. As303

can be seen, approximately 50 % of the gaps extend over one single week whereas about304

10 % of the gaps extend over more than 8 weeks. Another approximately 10 % of the gaps305

have a length of between 4 and 8 weeks. To increase the stability of the networks, one306

major point of our study has thus been to investigate the way in which a filter approach307

allows sufficient bridging of these observational gaps to reduce the network effect, with-308

out systematically distorting the datum parameters realised (cf. Sect. 5.2).309

4 Space Geodetic Input Data310

4.1 Reprocessing SIRGAS Normal Equations for Combination with SLR311

and VLBI312

An appropriate combination of global SLR, VLBI and GNSS networks is required313

to implement an epoch-wise datum realisation for regional networks. In our case, the re-314

gional GNSS network must be extended beyond the area covered by the SIRGAS net-315

work to include SLR/GNSS and VLBI/GNSS co-located stations and enough GNSS sta-316

tions to realise the orientation via a NNR constraint. Therefore, one main objective of317

the study was to identify the GNSS network configuration required for a reliable datum318

realisation. Different scenarios were evaluated in this context. The first considered only319
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Figure 5. Extension of the SIRGAS network to enable its combination with VLBI and SLR

as well as the realisation of the orientation via a NNR constraint.

those GNSS sites co-located with SLR and VLBI (blue circles and green dots in Fig. 5).320

As most of these stations are in the northern hemisphere, this station distribution did321

not turn out to be favourable for the GNSS data pre-processing. Consequently, additional322

GNSS sites have been included to ensure a more homogeneous global network distribu-323

tion, which is also favourable for a reliable realisation of the orientation. After a series324

of empirical experiments, our main conclusion is to include the core stations of the IGS14/IGb14325

reference frame into the GNSS data processing.326

Further research concentrated on the simultaneous determination of GNSS satel-327

lite orbits, satellite clock offsets, EOPs and station positions within the GNSS data pro-328

cessing. Although we use a global network in the computations, simultaneous inclusion329

of all SIRGAS regional stations reduces the reliability of the EOPs and GNSS orbits due330

to the dense station distribution in one specific region (see Fig. 5). Therefore, we apply331

a two-step procedure: (a) orbit and EOP determination based on a global and homo-332

geneous network, and (b) processing of the GNSS data (global + regionally densified net-333

work), whereby the previously determined orbits and EOPs are fixed. A priori datum334

information introduced into the GNSS NEQs by fixing the orbits and the EOPs is re-335

moved before combining them with the SLR and VLBI NEQs. This is performed by in-336

troducing and reducing (pre-eliminating) seven Helmert parameters (3 translations, 3337

rotations and 1 scale parameter; cf. Bloßfeld, 2015). Thus, the GNSS NEQs introduced338

into the combination process are free from datum information.339

The SIRGAS data reprocessing for this study covers January 2000 to December340

2020. It is based on the IGS14/IGb14 reference frame and includes 530 SIRGAS and 135341

IGS reference stations (30 co-located with SLR and 31 co-located with VLBI). This re-342

processed global GNSS network is called the SIRGAS extended network hereafter. The343

GNSS data processing was carried out with the Bernese GNSS software Version 5.2 (Dach344

et al., 2015); the resulting weekly NEQs for combination are provided in the Solution345

INdependent EXchange Version 2.02 (SINEX v2.02) format (cf. IERS Message No. 103,346

2006).347
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Table 2. Input data to the ERF combination.

technique temporal resolution
processing setup

SINEX NEQ content
datum constraints

SLR weekly

future ILRS 5-satellite setup
station coordinates

range biases
EOPs

no

VLBI session-wise

CORE/NEOS/R1/R4 sessions
station coordinates
source coordinates

EOPs

no

GNSS weekly
SIRGAS + global IGS network

station coordinates
yes (to be removed)

4.2 SLR and VLBI348

Besides a full reprocessing of the SIRGAS GNSS network, the SLR and VLBI in-349

put data also underwent a full reprocessing to comply with the most recent standards350

and conventions (Petit & Luzum, 2010, including updates until v 1.3.0).351

For SLR, we performed reprocessing specifically for this study. We extended the352

current standard four-satellite-constellation processed by DGFI-TUM in its function as353

an Analysis Centre (AC; Bloßfeld & Kehm, 2020) of the International Laser Ranging Ser-354

vice (ILRS; Pearlman et al., 2019), namely LAGEOS-1/2 (LAser GEOdynamics Satellite-355

1/2) and Etalon-1/2, by a fifth satellite, LARES (LAser RElativity Satellite). This is356

planned to be the future ILRS standard setup to ensure a higher stability of the SLR-357

derived origin (Bloßfeld et al., 2018). The satellites have been combined into weekly NEQs358

applying a variance component estimation (VCE) as described by Bloßfeld (2015). Satellite-359

specific parameters and orbits have been pre-reduced from the NEQs, leaving station po-360

sitions and range biases as explicit parameters.361

For VLBI, we rely on the VLBI contribution of DGFI-TUM to ITRF2020 (Glomsda362

et al., 2020). This dataset has no NT-L correction applied and is thus consistent with363

the routine processing standards of the other techniques. This contrasts with DGFI-TUM’s364

routine contribution within its function as an AC to the International VLBI Service for365

Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS; Nothnagel et al., 2017), “dgf2020a”, which contains a366

priori corrections for non-tidal atmospheric loading (Glomsda et al., 2021b). We use the367

twice-weekly CORE/NEOS (until 2001) and R1/R4 (from 2002 on) sessions, as these368

are available on a permanent twice-weekly basis and contain sufficient co-location sites369

for datum realisation. VLBI-specific parameters like troposphere and clock are pre-reduced370

and thus not explicitly contained in the NEQs. The properties of all technique-specific371

contributions are summarised in Tab. 2.372

The SLR and VLBI NEQs are free from datum constraints and thus only contain373

the datum information to which the respective observations are sensitive. The SLR and374

VLBI data processing was carried out with the Orbit Computation (-OC) and Radio In-375

terferometry (-RI) branches of the DGFI Orbit and Geodetic parameter estimation Soft-376

ware (DOGS; Gerstl, 1997; Bloßfeld, 2015), respectively. The resulting weekly (SLR) or377

session-wise (VLBI) NEQs for combination are provided in SINEX v2.02 format.378
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5 Combination Strategy379

5.1 General Approach380

This section is dedicated to describing the basic concept of the combination approach.381

The inter-technique combination is performed at the NEQ level (implementation at DGFI-382

TUM described in detail by Bloßfeld, 2015) with the DOGS-CS Combination and So-383

lution library (Gerstl et al., 2000). Station positions are estimated within a least-squares384

adjustment according to the Gauß-Markov model (Gauss, 1823; Koch, 2004). Each NEQ385

system is set up by386

N dx̂ = y, (1)

consisting of the NEQ matrix N, the vector of estimated parameters dx̂ and the right-387

hand side of the equation system y. The system is solved for dx̂ by multiplication with388

the cofactor matrix of the estimated parameters389

Qdx̂ = N−1, (2)

and additionally yields the a posteriori variance factor390

σ̂2
0 =

vTPv

n− u
. (3)

Here, v is the vector of observation residuals, n the number of observations and u the391

number of unknowns.392

In the standard case of the Gauß-Markov model, σ̂2
0 serves to check whether the393

stochastic and functional models chosen a priori are consistent with the observations.394

If the latter is the case and if the a priori variance factor had been chosen as 1.0, then395

σ̂2
0 should also be close to 1.0. In this case:396

Qdx̂ = Σdx̂, (4)

with Σdx̂ being the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameters.397

Weekly NEQs (Ni
tech) from SLR and GNSS and session-wise NEQs from VLBI are398

the input data for the combination. The processing for an epoch ti comprises the fol-399

lowing steps (Fig. 6):400

(1.1) Pre-processing of the technique-specific NEQs. Calculation of intermediate single-401

technique (U-ST; “U” stands for “unfiltered”) solutions.402

(1.2) Rescaling of the technique-specific NEQs with their respective a posteriori vari-403

ance factors from the U-ST solutions.404

(2) Filtering the SLR and VLBI NEQs (F-ERF solution only). Calculation of inter-405

mediate filtered single-technique (F-ST) solutions.406

(3.1) LT selection and weighting procedure based on the single-technique solutions.407

(3.2) Inter-technique combination, the introduction of LT and NNR constraints and the408

subsequent solution of the combined NEQ.409

In Step (1.1), incoming single-technique NEQs Ni,ori
tech are pre-processed for the com-410

bination. This includes accumulating the sessions of a week into one common NEQ for411

VLBI, reducing EOPs for SLR and VLBI, reducing range bias parameters for SLR, and412

eliminating source coordinates, i.e., fixing the celestial reference frame (CRF), for VLBI.413
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Figure 6. Concept of technique-specific filtering (SLR and VLBI) and inter-technique com-

bination for epoch ti. Dashed lines denote the unfiltered processing chain (U-ERF); light yellow

boxes contain the additional steps performed only within the filtered processing chain (F-ERF).
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The datum information from the GNSS NEQs is removed as described in Sect. 4. As414

a result, each NEQ is free from artificial datum information and only contains station415

coordinates as explicitly-estimated parameters. Afterwards, the intermediate U-ST so-416

lution is calculated with minimal constraints (i.e., NNR for SLR, NNR + NNT for VLBI,417

NNR + NNT + NNS for GNSS). The system is solved according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.418

The derived a posteriori variance factor σ̂2
0 (Eq. 3) is used to rescale the NEQ in Step419

(1.2). The U-ST solutions will be used for the LT selection and weighting procedure per-420

formed in Step (3.1). Moreover, they are used to validate the datum realisation (cf. Sect.421

6).422

Step (1.2) performs the rescaling of the NEQ with its reciprocal a posteriori vari-423

ance factor 1/σ̂2
0 to fulfil Eq. 4. The resulting pre-processed and rescaled technique-specific424

NEQ Ni
tech will be the actual input to the subsequent filtering and combination steps.425

Step (2) performs the filtering for SLR and VLBI (F-ERF solution only): The single-426

technique NEQs are filtered before the combination (cf. Sect. 5.2) to guarantee an en-427

hanced stability of the physically-derived datum parameters origin and scale. The out-428

come is a NEQ Ni,u
tech (where “u” stands for “updated”) for this week, which is later used429

for the combination. Afterwards, the intermediate F-ST solution is calculated with min-430

imal constraints. The SLR and VLBI F-ST solutions are introduced into the LT selec-431

tion and weighting procedure performed in Step (3.1).432

Step (3.1) performs the LT selection and weighting procedure (cf. Sect. 5.4). For433

the U-ERF solution, we use the GNSS solution and the U-ST solutions of SLR and VLBI434

from Step (1.1), while for the F-ERF solution, we use the GNSS solution from Step (1.1)435

and the F-ST solutions of SLR and VLBI from Step (2). The outcome is a set of LT con-436

straint equations introduced into the combination and solution procedure performed in437

Step (3.2).438

Step (3.2) performs the actual inter-technique combination. The technique-specific439

NEQs are combined into one NEQ440

Ni
comb = λSLR · Ni,u

SLR + λVLBI · Ni,u
VLBI + λGNSS · Ni

GNSS, (5)

applying the technique-specific relative weights λtech (cf. Sect. 5.3). After introducing441

the LT constraint equations set up in Step (3.1) and adding a NNR constraint over a global442

selection of IGS stations (cf. Sect. 4.1), the solution is computed from the combined NEQ443

Ni
comb according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.444

5.2 Filtering445

All the pre-processing and combination steps are performed at the NEQ level. Con-446

sequently, we implement an information filter approach, a transfer of the Kalman filter447

(Kalman, 1960) approach from the solution level to the NEQ level (e.g., Chin, 2001; As-448

simakis et al., 2012). The approach thus enables us to apply relevant modifications di-449

rectly to the NEQ systems without a need to solve the system beforehand. The filter gen-450

erally implements a kinematic model that shall predict displacements of the stations within451

the network and a stochastic model that shall predict the evolution of their accuracy,452

or, in other words, the reliability of the predicted state.453

As SLR and VLBI are the critical techniques for realising the physically-defined454

datum parameters for the regional GNSS network, their availability for each weekly ERF455

solution is crucial. Thereby, a network geometry that is as stable as possible must be achieved456

to minimise the network effect on the datum parameters realised. The developed filter-457

ing strategy needs to be a compromise between458
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(1) the optimal filling of observational gaps for single stations and459

(2) the fact that the physical relevance of observations for the datum realisation is only460

given for a limited time span.461

The information content to be derived from the NEQs of the datum-relevant tech-462

niques is uniquely related to their implicitly-contained datum information. This infor-463

mation is provided by the observing networks as a whole, and single stations at co-location464

sites serve to transfer the datum information to the GNSS network within the combined465

solution. Therefore, we are not interested in modelling motions of individual non-observing466

stations over long periods: The artificial information thereby introduced (based on as-467

sumptions) would potentially distort the realised datum. The contribution of a single468

station to the datum realisation shall be based solely on its observations. Consequently,469

the chosen kinematic filter model assumes positions of individual stations to be constant470

for a certain period without observations. Our filter’s prediction step is thus intended471

to modify the stochastic information contained in the NEQ so that the decreasing re-472

liability of the datum information due to unknown displacements is considered.473

As a result of the considerations described above, we realise the prediction step by474

consistently modifying the complete stochastic information contained in the NEQ. Thereby,475

the prediction of a NEQ Ni−1
tech from epoch ti−1 to a NEQ Ni,p

tech at epoch ti is performed476

by rescaling the NEQ with a factor κ:477

Ni,p
tech = κ · Ni−1

tech (6)

Afterwards, the update step is performed, resulting in an updated NEQ478

Ni,u
tech =

{
Ni,p

tech + Ni
tech . . . if Ni

techexists,

Ni,p
tech . . . otherwise,

(7)

with Ni
tech being the incoming information update for epoch ti. Usually, an information479

update for SLR and VLBI is available every week (especially in our reprocessing scenario),480

so the second case is somewhat relevant for rare occasions of processing delays in the rou-481

tine processing.482

Because of the above requirement (2), we choose to filter the information from a483

specific epoch only over a limited period of w+1 weeks into the future (i.e., for all fur-484

ther prediction steps, the weighting factor κ is zero). Consequently, the filtered NEQ of485

epoch ti is equal to a weighted sum of the NEQs from epoch ti−w to epoch ti. Each sum-486

mand is only present if a NEQ for the respective epoch exists:487

Ni,u
tech =

w∑
n=0

κn · Ni−n
tech (8)

The two filter parameters to be set are the filter weight κ to be applied within each488

prediction step and the “cut-off” number of prediction steps w after which the weight489

of a NEQ is set to zero.490

For the determination of κ, auto-correlation functions have been computed for sev-491

eral stations that have observed continuously for multiple years and have not been af-492

fected by earthquakes. These functions follow a common pattern for both SLR and VLBI493

in all three coordinate components. This lets us compute an average auto-correlation func-494

tion that roughly follows an exponential pattern for the first couple of weeks (Fig. 7).495

For both SLR and VLBI, the average auto-correlation r(∆t) of the station position time496
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Figure 7. Average auto-correlation behaviour of selected SLR and VLBI site displacement

time series.

series decreases weekly to about 0.5 after three weeks. From this, we deduce an approx-497

imate decrease factor of 0.8 per week. Introducing this into Eq. 6 as a rescaling factor498

κ = 0.8 means that the overall variance level of a NEQ is raised by a factor of 1/κ per499

prediction step, increasing the standard deviations for non-observing stations by about500

12 %.501

The cut-off number of prediction steps w has been chosen after three weeks (each502

prediction step is equivalent to a step of one week), meaning that a station will be present503

in the solution for no more than three weeks after its last observation. Concerning the504

above requirement (1), this yields approximately 75 % of the observational gaps within505

both the SLR and VLBI time series being bridged, leaving only the remaining 25 % of506

gaps that are longer than 3 weeks (cf. Sect. 3, Tab. 1). In this way, we significantly re-507

duce the network effect (cf. Sect. 6.1). The cut-off prediction step yields a downweight-508

ing of the respective NEQ to a factor of κ3 = 0.51 by applying the rescaling factor of509

κ = 0.8. The resulting standard deviations are scaled by a factor of 1.4 for stations that510

did not provide an observation update after this epoch.511

5.3 Technique-Specific Weights512

It is well known that the standard deviations of GNSS estimates are too optimistic513

due to neglected correlations (Schön & Kutterer, 2007; Schön & Brunner, 2008). This514

means that, although internally fulfilling the condition formulated in Eq. 4, the relative515

weight of the GNSS NEQ is too high compared to SLR and VLBI and could systemat-516

ically distort the combined solution while simultaneously yielding too accurate standard517

deviations. Therefore, technique-specific a priori weights are determined by calculating518

the ratio between an empirically-derived weighted root mean square (WRMS) deviation519

and the average formal error (estimated standard deviation) of several representative and520

continuous coordinate time series. Thereby, the WRMS has been calculated from the time521

series content that can be considered noise rather than signal. The noise part of the time522

series has been extracted by applying a bandpass filter that sets the amplitudes of all523

periods above a threshold of 13 weeks (a quarter year) to zero, leaving only the short pe-524

riods below the threshold. The coordinate time series have been chosen from stations525

that do not show significant peaks in the coordinate spectra for periods below the thresh-526

old. Table 3 gives the empirically-derived ratios between estimated standard deviations527

and the WRMS of the three-dimensional (3D) coordinate time series. The resulting ra-528

tio between WRMS and formal error is close to 1 for SLR and VLBI while it is close to529

10 for GNSS. Consequently, the GNSS NEQs are introduced into the combination with530

an a priori scaling factor of λGNSS = 0.01 while the scaling factor for SLR and VLBI531

is set up to λSLR = λVLBI = 1.0.532
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Table 3. Ratio between average estimated standard deviations and empirically-derived WRMS

values (3D station coordinates; upper line) and technique-specific weights applied within the

combination (lower line).

SLR VLBI GNSS

WRMS/σ 1.3 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.3 9.7 ± 3.1
weight applied 1.0 1.0 0.01

Table 4. Average weekly number of LTs selected for the U-ERF and F-ERF solutions, resp.,

depending on the discrepancy criterion. The selected criterion is marked bold.

solution
discrepancy

criterion
GNSS–SLR GNSS–VLBI SLR–VLBI intra-tech. total

30 mm 14.0 9.6 1.5 8.6 33.7
U-ERF 50 mm 16.4 11.0 1.8 8.7 37.9

70 mm 17.1 11.3 1.9 8.7 39.0

20 mm 14.0 11.5 2.2 7.4 35.1
F-ERF 30 mm 18.1 13.9 2.8 8.7 43.5

50 mm 20.3 15.6 3.0 8.8 47.7

5.4 Treatment of Local Ties533

The datum transfer between the different techniques is performed by introducing534

measured LTs as constraints. Thereby, the global set of IGS GNSS sites included in the535

SIRGAS extended network ensures that all available co-locations between GNSS, SLR536

and VLBI can be exploited.537

In this study, the LT treatment is based on the procedure described in detail by538

M. Seitz et al. (2012). The basis is the LT table initially compiled to realise the DTRF2014539

(Bloßfeld et al., 2020). Concerning the techniques combined here, the table contains LTs540

for 95 inter-technique station pairs (49 GNSS–SLR pairs, 38 GNSS–VLBI pairs, 8 SLR–541

VLBI pairs) and 24 intra-technique station pairs (15 GNSS–GNSS pairs, 6 SLR–SLR542

pairs and 3 VLBI–VLBI pairs). Here, multiple measurements of the same LT are counted543

only once. The LT selection and weighting are performed independently for each epoch-544

wise ERF solution. The LT constraints are selected and weighted according to the dis-545

crepancy between the measured LT and the coordinate difference derived from the single-546

technique solutions. In the process, only LTs below a certain discrepancy threshold are547

considered. For the U-ERF solution, this threshold is chosen as 50 mm to achieve enough548

LTs per week (38 on average). A larger threshold of 70 mm would not yield a significant549

increase in the number of available LTs, but experiments showed that solutions might550

suffer from the introduction of single LTs which do not fit the local situation. This ef-551

fect becomes worse when the threshold is further increased. For the F-ERF solution the552

threshold for LT introduction can be tightened to a discrepancy of 30 mm (cf. Tab. 4).553

Additional stations from the filtering enable the use of more LTs which fulfil a stricter554

discrepancy criterion. This yields a more stable datum realisation in the F-ERF solu-555

tion than U-ERF solution (cf. Sect. 6.1).556

To avoid systematic network deformations, some LTs must be excluded, especially557

at those stations affected by severe earthquakes (Tab. 5). This is necessary because LTs558

might still pass the selection procedure despite systematic errors. As a result, we con-559

sider it necessary to re-measure the LTs at affected stations after major seismic events.560
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Table 5. Sites co-located with GNSS with LTs excluded after major seismic events.

site DOMES No. technique from event

Concepción 41719M001 SLR 2010-02-27 Chile Earthquake
Concepción 41719S001 VLBI 2010-02-27 Chile Earthquake

Monument Peak 40497M001 SLR 2010-04-04 Baja Earthquake
Tsukuba 21730S007 VLBI 2011-03-11 Tōhoku Earthquake
Arequipa 42202M003 SLR 2017-07-18 Peru Earthquake

6 Results and Validation561

6.1 Impact of Combination and Filtering on Datum Realisation562

Tab. 6 summarises the impact of combination and filtering on the single-technique563

and combined solutions. Tab. 7 summarises the weighted mean and RMS deviations along564

the transformation time series of the U-ST and F-ST solutions of VLBI and SLR, respec-565

tively, with respect to ITRF2014; shown are the non-constrained datum parameters. Tab.566

8 presents the weighted mean and RMS values along the transformation time series of567

the technique-specific subnetworks of the U-ERF and F-ERF solutions with respect to568

ITRF2014.569

For the U-ERF solution, we can state that the datum realisation via the introduced570

LTs has no systematic effects on the datum-relevant technique-specific subnetworks. The571

comparison between the SLR U-ST solution and the combined U-ERF solution shows572

no significant impact on the SLR origin and scale; the same holds for the VLBI-derived573

scale (Tab. 6, U-ERF w.r.t. U-ST). The comparison of the solutions with respect to ITRF2014574

(Fig. 8; Tab. 7, U-ST; Tab. 8, U-ERF) confirms that the transfer of the origin from SLR575

to the VLBI and GNSS networks is well-performed, although with a systematic effect576

of about −3.5 mm in tz for GNSS. A drift is observed in the scales of SLR and VLBI af-577

ter 2015, the end of the observation period of the ITRF2014. The scale of the GNSS sub-578

network lies between the scales from SLR and VLBI. This confirms that the combined579

scale is realised as a weighted mean of the SLR and VLBI scales.580

For the F-ERF solution, we can state that filtering the datum-relevant techniques581

SLR and VLBI has no systematic effects on the realised datum parameters. The com-582

parison between the U-ST and the F-ST solutions of SLR and VLBI shows no system-583

atic impact on the subnetworks (Tab. 6, F-ST w.r.t. U-ST). The same holds for the com-584

bination step following filtering, which is seen by a comparison between the F-ERF and585

the F-ST solutions (Tab. 6, F-ERF w.r.t. F-ST). This confirms that the networks are586

not deformed by the selected LTs (all mean values are below ±0.1 mm for the SLR ori-587

gin and scale and −0.04 mm for the VLBI scale).588

While the general behaviour of both the F-ERF and the U-ERF solutions is iden-589

tical (Fig. 8, Fig. 9), a significant decrease in the WRMS of the transformation param-590

eters with respect to ITRF2014 is observed for the F-ERF solution compared to the U-591

ERF solution (Tab. 8). This is mostly due to a reduced noise of these time series which592

is caused by the increased network stability achieved in the F-ERF solution. A periodic593

variation is expected as each ERF solution is realised in an instantaneous CM-frame, whereas594

the ITRF2014 is a long-term CM-frame. It is important to note that the F-ERF solu-595

tion also shows a reduction of the systematic offsets compared to the U-ERF solution,596

especially for tz. For the GNSS network, the relative offset to the SLR origin is reduced597

to −2.8 mm. This can be related to the better distribution and a larger number of avail-598

able LTs per week achieved by the filtering. The frequency spectra (Fig. 10) of the trans-599

lations of the SLR solutions (U-ST and F-ST), the SLR subnetwork of the F-ERF so-600

lution and the GNSS subnetwork of the F-ERF solution agree in the main frequencies601
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Figure 8. Translations with respect to ITRF2014 of the SLR single-technique solution (left)

and the technique-specific subnetworks of the U-ERF solution (right).

Table 6. Impact of filtering and combination on the datum parameters derived by SLR and

VLBI in terms of Helmert parameters between the solutions.

U-ERF w.r.t. U-ST F-ST w.r.t. U-ST F-ERF w.r.t. F-ST
technique datum mean RMS mean RMS mean RMS

parameter [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

SLR tx −0.1 0.6 0.3 2.4 0.0 0.3
ty −0.1 0.5 −0.1 2.0 −0.1 0.3
tz −0.4 1.2 −0.3 4.8 −0.3 0.5

scale 0.2 0.5 −0.1 1.6 0.1 0.2

VLBI scale −1.1 2.2 0.0 2.9 −0.7 1.1

with a decrease in the yearly amplitude for GNSS. This damping may be related to the602

large and more homogeneously distributed global network (compared to SLR).603

6.2 Interpretation of the Results with Respect to Geophysical Processes604

In this section, we compare the F-ERF solution with loading models to quantify605

how well geophysical processes are represented in the time series. Our validation is based606

on geophysical fluid loading site displacement models (Dill & Dobslaw, 2013) provided607

by the Earth System Modelling group (ESMGFZ) of the Deutsches Geoforschungszen-608

trum (GFZ) Potsdam. We use the sum of three NT-L components, namely non-tidal at-609

mospheric (NTAL), non-tidal oceanic (NTOL) and hydrological loading (HYDL).610

Fig. 11 shows the correlations between the displacement time series and the NT-611

L models in the CM-frame which are all positive. Fig. 12 shows the RMS differences be-612

tween the site displacements and the NT-L models. For the N component, the RMS dif-613

ferences are generally higher than for the E component (0.40 cm as against 0.26 cm on614

average), especially in equatorial regions. This can mainly be related to the less stable615
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Table 7. Datum parameters of the single-technique solutions with respect to ITRF2014.

U-ST F-ST
technique datum Wmean WRMS Wmean WRMS ∆

parameter [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [%]

SLR tx −1.6 4.4 −0.9 3.5 −20
ty 0.0 3.6 −0.4 2.8 −22
tz 2.2 7.7 1.6 5.7 −25

scale 1.5 3.5 1.4 2.8 −18

VLBI scale 4.8 4.6 4.7 3.1 −31

Table 8. Datum parameters of the combined solutions with respect to ITRF2014. In addi-

tion, ∆ denotes the improvement of the WRMS of the F-ERF solution compared to the U-ERF

solution.

U-ERF F-ERF
technique datum Wmean WRMS Wmean WRMS ∆

parameter [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [%]

SLR tx −1.6 3.9 −1.1 3.3 −17
ty −0.1 3.3 −0.4 2.7 −19
tz 1.5 7.1 1.2 5.4 −24

scale 1.4 3.0 1.4 2.5 −18

VLBI tx −0.6 4.5 −0.1 3.2 −29
ty 3.5 4.1 2.0 3.4 −17
tz 1.2 6.1 0.6 4.3 −30

scale 3.4 3.6 3.5 2.9 −20

GNSS tx 0.0 3.5 0.6 2.7 −21
ty 0.9 3.1 0.7 2.3 −26
tz −2.0 6.0 −1.7 4.3 −28

scale 3.3 3.0 2.4 2.6 −15
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Figure 9. Translations (left), scale difference and RMS of the residuals of the Helmert trans-

formation (right) of the F-ERF solution with respect to ITRF2014.
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Figure 10. Spectra of the translation time series with respect to ITRF2014 of (1) the SLR

U-ST solution, (2) the SLR F-ST solution, (3) the SLR subnetwork of the combined F-ERF

solution and (4) the GNSS subnetwork of the combined F-ERF solution.

determination of the origin of the z-coordinate of the reference frame (cf. Fig. 9) and616

confirms a good agreement although the correlations for regions with a small effect are617

reduced due to the higher variations of the displacement and NT-L time series in the CM-618

frame. The largest RMS differences occur for the Up (U) component with an average619

of 0.62 cm and maximum values > 1 cm for time series in hydrologically active regions620

like the Amazon basin (such as for the NAUS site).621

Fig. 13 shows the displacement time series for the sites discussed in Sect. 2. It is622

clearly visible that the F-ERF solution, in contrast to the SIRGAS-repro solution (cf.623

Fig. 3), closely follows the NT-L model relating to the CM-frame rather than that re-624

lating to the CF-frame. This confirms that the F-ERF solution reflects both local effects625

and the so-called geocentre variations and is thus suitable for a direct interpretation with626

respect to geophysical effects in a global context. However, for NAUS, a phase shift is627

visible in the E component between the NT-L time series provided by ESMGFZ and the628

observed site displacement time series, also when comparing the time series in a CF-related629

frame (Fig. 3). The effect might thus be related to model assumptions for the Earth’s630

elastic deformation response in the hydrologically active Amazon basin (e.g., Martens631

et al., 2016).632

7 Conclusions and Outlook633

The paper presents series of weekly regional geocentric epoch reference frames (ERFs)634

for Latin America (SIRGAS network) with a direct datum realisation by combining global635

GNSS, SLR and VLBI networks. By implementing a filter method for the techniques SLR636

and VLBI, which are essential for the realisation of the origin and the scale, we could637

significantly improve the stability of the datum realisation. Compared to the unfiltered638

solution, the WRMS deviation, i.e., the scatter, of the realised epoch-wise origins of the639

regional GNSS network with respect to the ITRF origin could be reduced by 21 %, 26 %640

and 28 % in the x-, y- and z-components, respectively. This confirms the benefits of the641
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Figure 11. Correlations between the site displacement time series derived from the F-ERF

solution and the ESMGFZ NT-L time series in CM-frame.
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Figure 12. RMS difference between the site displacement time series derived from the F-ERF

solution and the ESMGFZ NT-L time series in CM-frame.
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Figure 13. Coordinate time series of stations BELE, NAUS, RIO2 and PALM from the F-

ERF solution compared with the ESMGFZ NT-L time series in CM- and CF-frame (cf. Fig.

3).
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filtering approach and the importance of stable observational networks for realising geo-642

centric ERFs.643

Our approach is based on geodetic standard products currently available for VLBI644

and GNSS. In case of SLR, the ILRS 5-satellite setup extended by LARES has been used,645

which will become the routine ILRS-setup in the near future. As global networks serve646

to realise the datum, the combination strategy is not dominantly dependent on co-location647

sites (or, in the classical sense, fiducial stations) in the region of interest. As long as a648

sufficient number of globally well-distributed co-location sites with measured local ties649

(LTs) is available, the datum can be realised in a reliable way. Thus, the developed ap-650

proach is conceptually transferable to any other region, independent of the number of651

locally available co-location sites.652

The implemented combination methodology has demonstrated the capability of the653

filtering approach for bridging observational gaps particularly for the SLR and VLBI net-654

works. Despite this, a further increase in station performances and availabilities, as rec-655

ommended by various studies based on network and simulation analyses, will allow us656

to further improve the accuracy and temporal resolution of the ERFs. Especially the ori-657

gin of the z-coordinate of the ERFs can potentially be improved in the near future by658

including more SLR satellites in highly-inclined orbits and additional SLR sites in near-659

polar regions in the solution. Another limiting factor for the datum transfer between the660

techniques is currently the non-standardised provision of LT measurements, which may661

lead to the problem of losing valid LT values in regions of high seismic activity. We con-662

sider it important that LTs be re-measured and published regularly so that all LT con-663

stellations are available with up-to-date values.664

With the advantage of being geocentric at all epochs, the ERF solutions can im-665

prove the long-term reference, for example, to monitor the impacts of earthquakes, nat-666

ural hazards and global change by means of GNSS. Thus, the fundamental benefit of the667

developed approach is that the resulting geodetic displacement time series can be directly668

used for studying the underlying geophysical processes. Furthermore, a common rela-669

tion of various observation types from geodesy or geophysics to an instantaneously re-670

alised geocentre – the defined origin of the reference system – will enable their direct com-671

bination into one common system. The reference of all types of measurements to a com-672

mon system realised geocentrically at any epoch will thus be a crucial contribution to673

achieving the ambitious goals of GGOS.674
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